AUTOBIOGRAPHY  OK   MARTIN  VATST
condition of tilings I left Washington, but had scarcely n own State when the disease with which the Capital had f bored broke out afresh and with redoubled  fury.    It is n determine precisely who was most to blame for this new on is certain that the fault was not altogether on either side. 7V/f7/M//A newspaper, referred to the course, pursued by tl of the three Cabinet. Ministers towards the family of Mn in an offensive, way.   This was indefensible and proved mischievous.   The Major, claiming to hold (.hose gonllotm sense responsible for the course of the Tclcyraph in that m lished  an article in  the  (?lohe.^ obviously  designed,  to Branch, who had left the city, to a fight.    Eaton also article from the 7VAy/w/;/i, in which0 the course said to pursued by their families was de-scribed as that of the themselves, and sending the extract to Messrs. Inglmm an called upon them to avow or disavow its contents.    His extracts were in terms the same,, and 'both admitted of no struction  than  that- the proceedings were intended  as  p to a diud with each in certain events.    This was also w had  no right  to hold them responsible for the. publicati< lion and the assumption of such a responsibility was plai tenre thro" which to revive with thorn, in another form, from which he had suffered much and to which ho. saw ther no end.    Mr. Berrien answered his note on tin* basis of as explained in an issue subsequent to the original public by which its application was limited to the course of the members of  the*  Cabinet, disclaimed   his responsibility terms, but wisely decided to make* a  reply to the Majo grievance.    He did this coolly and admirably and in a obliged   Kaintt, whose good nature never entirely desert enter a /m//r //mwv//// us respected the Attorney (Joneral, \ .'-lightest, sacrifice of character or dignity on the purl- of Mr.  Inghanu unhappily in a great rage,  for which h thought he had abundant cause, adopted the extract, in given to it* originally and as it was sent to him, and rep ton's demand that the latter " must be. not a little dorang

